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➢ Published in 1842 in a collection of poetry, that secured Tennyson’s literary fame. 

 

➢ However the poem was written nine years earlier, following the death of Arthur 

Henry Hallam. 

 

➢ It is a seventy line poem written in blank verse. It is a dramatic monologue where 

Ulysses addresses the audience. 

 

➢ It is based on the mythical hero, Odysseus from Homer’s Odyssey (Ulysses is the 

Latin form of the name), but Tennyson also drew upon Dante’s Inferno, Canto XXVI, 

in which Dante is led by the Roman epic poet Virgil to meet Ulysses and hear his tale. 

In Homer, Odysseus is told by the blind prophet Tiresias that he will return home to 

Ithaca but will make one more journey to a land far away from home. In Dante, this 

part of the story is elaborated. Ulysses gathers his men together to prepare for the 

journey and exhorts them not to waste their time left on earth. Ulysses dies on this 

journey, which is why he is in Dante’s Hell. Tennyson’s character is somewhere in 

between these literary predecessors, as Ulysses knows he will set off on a last journey 

but has not done so yet.  

 

➢  Tennyson’s hero, Ulysses, is now old, having experienced all the adventures of battle 

at Troy and elsewhere throughout his odyssey. But back at home, he is not contended 



to spend his days being the ruler of his kingdom and enjoying a peaceful family life. 

Instead of desiring a serene retired life beside the warm fireside, he desires to embark 

on his next journey. 

 

➢ In the first part of the poem he laments the idle life that he is forced to live as the king 

of a kingdom of people “that hoard, and sleep, and feed”. His subjects lack the 

ambition of Ulysses and fail to share the adventurous spirit of their king. Contrasted 

to his people, Ulysses vows to “drink life to the lees”. 

 

➢ Ulysses is known all over for his heroic deeds but his inquisitive spirit keeps him 

looking forever for new adventures. Every new experience is like an arch, a gateway, 

to newer experiences moving towards the ever escaping horizon. He considers his life 

like a sword that must “shine in use” rather than “rust unburnished” and feels 

impotent being forced to live a routine existence imparting his kingly duties 

mechanically. His quest for adventure and fulfilment is defined by the pursuit of new 

and unique knowledge “beyond the utmost bound of human thought.” 

 

 

➢ The second part of the poem begins with a comparison between Ulysses and his son, 

Telemachus. Ulysses himself points out that Telemachus would be a more appropriate 

ruler for his subjects since Telemachus is rooted in regular political life, where one’s 

aspirations is merely to lead a rough populace into accepting a somewhat better vision 

of morality and expedience. An ideal leader of uninspired and imprudent subjects 

must fulfil one’s regular duty to honour the “household gods”. But to Ulysses, this 

mechanical life is too boring and thus Telemachus “works his work, I mine”. 



 

➢ Having made up his mind once, Ulysses addresses his mariner friends, his 

compatriots, who have been with him through thick and thin. Preferring the 

adventurous life on the seas with “free hearts, free foreheads” to the monotonous 

obligations of kingship, Ulysses abdicates his throne and declares Telemachus as the 

new king of Ithaca and himself decides to sail away. For as long as they can do 

“something ere the end,/ Some work of noble note,” Ulysses wants to be doing it. 

 

➢ The coming night in the poem reflects the waning years of their lives but it “is not too 

late to seek a newer world.”Ulysses and his mariners’ lives are fulfilling only when 

they venture out into the sea to gain newer experiences for although they are 

physically old and frail yet they retain the strength of “will/ To strive, to seek, to find, 

and not to yield.” However unlike Dante’s Ulysses, Tennyson’s hero holds out the 

hope to reach the Happy Isles, where someone like the ever vigorous Achilles 

deserves to spend his life in eternity and therefore considered as a role model by the 

heroic Ulysses. 

 

➢ The Victorian age was an age of contradictions that created restlessness in the society. 

This feeling of restiveness, characteristic of the age, is adequately expressed through 

the character of Ulysses. Ulysses is shown to be in a state of similar agitation 

throughout the poem. There is a constant conflict between being a king and an 

adventurer. Ulysses prefers passing his days in action, excitement and adventure, not 

in quiet, peaceful and unexciting manner as a king. Victorian Age was a period of 

new and newer discoveries and inventions. The debate between science and religion 



further triggered the insatiable urge to seek new knowledge. Ulysses presents the 

active spirit of adventure and almost a Faustian thirst for knowledge and experience. 

 

➢ Ulysses is itself a vivid example of dramatic monologue where he is delivering a 

speech to his mariners standing on the shore. He urges them to move forward in life 

despite all setbacks. The Victorian period is the time of transition and Tennyson’s 

Ulysses seems to inculcate the Victorian spirit of noble, untiring effort that is the most 

important aspect of the age. Ulysses therefore may be rightly regarded as the perfect 

mouthpiece of his age who is voicing both its merits and shortcomings.                              


